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Abstract— Security is first priority in Body Area sensor
Network (BSN) as it contained personal health information like
blood pressure & heartbeat. So Bio stats of a patient should be
protected against attacks of intruders. In this research a
simplified security model is presented for multiple BSN
sensors. A novel and authentic key agreement between sensors
and monitoring system (Gateway) has been proposed which is
simple and resource efficient. It also fulfills the light weight
requirement of security.
Keywords- Body Sensor Network; Session Key; Rekeying; light
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day patient health care is done using wired sensors
that transmit physical condition like psychological data of
the patient to a bedside monitor. The limitations of this
setting, such as limited patient mobility, have encouraged
research on wireless medical monitoring solutions, realizing
the vision of the future wireless hospital. Patient monitoring
in the future wireless hospital will be primarily enabled by
BSNs. A BSN is a particular wireless ad hoc network
composed of wireless sensors attached to a patient’s body
and, eventually, also of wireless medical devices in close
vicinity. The wireless sensors measure and process patient
vital sign data. Subsequently, the data is wirelessly
transmitted to clinician PDAs or wireless medical monitors
(WMMs) at the patient’s vicinity.
II.

BSN REQUIREMENT AS COMPARED TO WSN

Miniaturization and tiny devices development brought
designing and development industry to create such devices
that smaller in size, better processing capabilities, effective
memory and architecture. Sensor development put world
into new domain that all technological aspect and solution
are junked with sensor’s domain. Communication between
these tiny devices made Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).
The Permeative WSN has given birth to exciting new
applications of several areas of our lives at a broad class
level and health caring is one of life–sustaining area. The

key role of sensors in WSNs is; to gather ,process data and
make necessary computation from the environment and at
last to make active many applications like as support for
logistics, habitat monitoring, military operations, health care
as well as emergency response. Talking to hardware
availability WSN is heterogeneous or homogenous.
Furthermore, WSN classified as hierarchical or distributed
roles. The study of WSN has a continuous research interest
due to large potential for integrating the computing power of
smart devices into everyday’s life. In WSN, data is
transmitted over air so many application needs employment
of security measures. Due to different demand and
application, sensors designed and developed as per
requirements. From last few years the sensors and tiny chips
are needed too much in medical area. S in medical area
patient is focal entity so requirements of sensors architecture
directly concern with human body. Human body have
distinct characters, properties and dynamic behavior so
designing, development and deployment of sensor in this
prospective should need special attentions and features.
Therefore, miniaturization, lightweight, cost reduction and
wearable sensors require in health care system. When these
sensors deployed on patient, hospital monitoring system or
in medical care units they form a Wireless Area Network
(WAN) and when special on a human body attached these
tiny devices then formally called Body Sensor Network
(BSN). In BSN sensors used in, on, near or as required to
human body in such a way that they gather data, process
data, communicate with each other and process indication if
integration required and communicate with Base Station
(BS). Different architectural setup proposed in BSN to
perform communication system however mainly it consists
three parts. Sensors on patient body performing separate
network, high memory and processor units called base
stations and external network that also contain medical
servers. Body sensors placed on patient body just on the
body stitching, wearing or hanging them or inside body
through surgery or as for monitoring purpose and
requirement. These sensors are design for special purpose
due to the sensitivity of human body i.e. Heat, Blood
Pressure, Sudden react and also side effect of artificial
devices to body tissues. Body sensors communicate with BS
updating their information. Base station that is mostly high
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memory, processor and computational power controls all
body sensors and communicate with external network. The
external network constitutes medical server at which patient
data store. Professionals/Physicians read their report
accessing the medical server. Medical server generates
reports as per required. Human body comprise of a complex
inner milieu that reply to and intent on with its extraneous
surroundings but is in a mode “distinguish” and “self
contained”. Human body milieu is not only on a littler scale
but also need a different nature and frequency of monitoring
with admiration of special and unusual challenges for BSN
than those faced by generic WSN.
Challenges
Node Size

Dynamics

Node
Function

Data
Protection

Power
Demand
Access

WSN

BSN

Favorable in smaller
size but not limited due
to wide and open
environment domain.
Exposed to uttermost in
weather and noise.

Permeative monitoring
requirement,
needed
miniaturization
capabilities.
Exposed
to
more
predictable milieu but
motional domain is a
challenge.
Every sensor performs
multiple task due to less
number of nodes and
human body sensitivity.
High security required
because of information
transfer
is
regards
directly to life signs and
implementation
of
security solution is very
complex.
Power demand is lower
but difficult to supply.
Due
to
implantable
scenarios of sensors,
replication
and
disposition is difficult.
Biocompatibility
must
consider due to human
body sensitivity.
As human body is too
much
sensitive
for
physiological changes so
context awareness is very
important
Additional requirements
to maintain QoS and
perfect data interrogation.

Constitutes
many
sensors
and
each
perform specific task.
Security
requirement
for data transfer is low
and easy to implement
security solution.

Power demand is higher
but easy to supply.
Replication
and
disposition of sensors is
too much easy.

Biocompat
ibility

Do not need in many
applications.

Content
Awareness

As mostly sensors are
static behavior so this is
not too much important.

Data
Transfer

Ratio of loss of data is
less due to well defined
structure of nodes.

Table 1: WSN vs BSN challenges
Security requirement is very mush important in BSN as
patient stats should be available to authentic users or
doctors. For exchanging key between sensors which are
deployed in patient and gateway which reads the stats is
fundamental requirement of BSN network. Three well know
schemes are used for key establishment. A model has been

presented which reduced the communication cost in key
exchange mechanism. By reducing the asymmetric
cryptography cost when more than one sensor are deployed
in a patient’s body. Only one sensor will communicate with
gateway for stats monitoring instead all sensors
communicate with gateway. Session key between sensors
and main sensor will be established using symmetric key
and main sensor will communicate with gateway by using
asymmetric cryptography
III.

IMPORTANT SECURITY REQUIREMENTS IN BSN

A. Confidentiality: Data should not reveal to
eavesdroppers so that it is kept confidential. It is most
important requirement of Network Security [12] [13]
particularly at the time of session key establishment among
the sensors in BSN.
B. Integrity: Integrity is related to reliability of data. This
requirement emphasized that data is not altered in an
operational network. An attacker can add its node an
operational network and whole network can be
compromised [12]. So integrity has a primary importance in
a BSN network.
C. Authenticity: Each sensor should be capable to
identify that data is originated from the node of network but
not from any other node which can be a intruder. This is
achieved by key exchange algorithm by Symmetric or
Asymmetric mechanism where source and destination
exchange codes (MAC) as secret keys. A lot of research is
going on to improve the aunthticity between sensor nodes.
Some of them are mentioned in [11][12][17].
D. Availability: Sensor networks are resource constraints
and availability ensures that any node which is using
resources can communicate within a network. Failure of a
sensor or Cluster head can lead to failure of network. So
availability makes sure that resources of a network are
available for a authorized users.
E. Key Exchange in BSN: Symmetric cryptography uses
a single private key to both encrypt and decrypt data. Any
node which is a part of operational network can use for
encrypt/decrypt operation. Symmetric cryptography
algorithms are typically fast and are suitable for processing
large streams of data [18].The main issue with symmetric
cryptography is key management because it faced lot of
security challenges due to simple key establishment.
Symmetric algorithms are usually mixed with public key
algorithms to obtain a blend of security and speed
[18].Private key cryptography persists the problem that it
uses shared keys, so the sign encryption cannot be
performed. And there is no authenticity of sender and
receiver nodes [18].Symmetric cryptography is usually used
where bulk data encryption is required.
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The public key cryptography consists of public and private
keys. The sender can encrypt the data using public key and
the receiver can decrypt the data using private key or vice
versa. So the Authenticity between sender and receiver is
maintained and sign encryption is also performed. It
provides easier key distribution and chain of trust can be
generated. But the public key cryptography uses high power
and large memory. The computation and communication
cost is also increased. Symmetric algorithms are usually
mixed with public key algorithms to obtain a blend of
security and speed [18]
Shu-Di Baa et al [7] done a significant work on the security
of wireless sensor network but not to body area network
telemedicine. Symmetric cryptosystem was suggested to
exchange the keys between sensor relay and gateway [7].
MAC=hash (eData, Key session) and hash (rData,eData,
Keysession) is used for integrity of data. It does not use
asymmetric cryptosystem and also it does not discuss the
complex sensor network key exchange algorithm and less
attention has been paid to efficiency. Practical
implementation is also not committed in this paper.
Now a day patient’s medical examination is done using wire
media but it restrict the patient in term of mobility .Security
is primary concern for such patient so that privacy and data
integrity can be maintained. Oscar et al [8] proposed The
Deterministic Pairwise Key Pre-distribution Scheme (
(DPKPS) allows direct pairwise key establishment in sensor
networks [2] to fulfill security needs of Body area sensor ad
hoc network psychological data transmission. DPKPS
keying material is identical for each device. This keying
material is used for pairwise key generation when
communication link is established. It uses n+1 bivariable
polynomials (BP) which is generated from a pool of n2 + n
+1 combinatorialy. Then these n+1 chosen BPs are
evaluated. Each pair of polynomial coefficient has fixed size
of key. Data is exchanged by first transfer of sensor IDs and
then these IDs are merged with keying material. Information
is encoded on the basis of polynomials as discussed above.
Devices in BSN used pairwise key generation for
authentication.
But it does not define the minimum limit of resource
utilization (energy, memory, communication cost) because
it depends on parameters of n, λ and key size. Also it does
not using symmetric or asymmetric cryptography which is
now mostly used in key establishment.
A BSN network which is always on to collect the patient
data needs more security and privacy of data associated to
the health of a patient. IBE-Lite proposed a security model
for BSN networks based on the time, date and authorized
persons [1]. Certificate Authority (CA) is used to access the
patient database and decrypts the key. Encryption is done
with varying keys at different time intervals which restrict
the unauthorized persons to access patient database. Unlike
symmetric key and RSA, Identity Based Encryption (IBE)

uses a arbitrary string to encrypt and decrypt the key using
asymmetric cryptography. A string is calculated as str=
{date | time |ER}.It makes possible that encryption and
decryption is done for a particular time .IBE-Lite used this
technique for security and privacy in BSNs. This
lightweight solution used proof-of-concept for practical
implementation on commercial sensors with better
performance under resource constrained environment. This
solution is based on Elliptic key cryptography which is best
suitable for BSN network [3]. Session key establishment is
done on the basis of ECC. To setup an ECC, we need to
derive a secret key x, and public parameters (y,P, p, q, h(.))
[4].Conventional IBE scheme uses a string for encryption
based on time, date and person. Sensors only encrypt the
data but cannot perform decryption operation. Decryption is
done on storage site with the help of CA and same string.
The patient select and elliptic curve and generates n secret
keys to generate master secret key. The n public keys are
generated to establish a master public key. Secret key xstr
is generated by a string str. Keygen (str) = xstr. Whole
process is given below.
The main limitation of this research is that only n secret
keys. If more than n secret keys are generated then master
key is compromised. Also it has key management issues.
Fen Miao et al [9] proposed a key exchange solution for
BSN. The advancement of mobile health is playing a vital
role in curing patients from several diseases. Medical
sensors are embedded in the body of human or woven in the
clothes which collects physical characteristics of patient and
report it to server and then this server is connected to
network for monitoring and curing. Communication
between sensors and server should be protected from
eavesdroppers, intruders and hackers. As personal health
information should kept private and integrated. To protect
physiological data from unauthorized users we have to take
some good security measures. This research presents a novel
biometrics key distribution mechanism for BSN. It provides
a changeable cryptographic key for body senor networks as
depicted in below figure. This scheme uses fuzzy vault for
biometrics based key distribution.
This is limited to number of sensors and cannot be
implemented for large sensor network. Also this proposed
solution required extensive key establishment management.
Shervan et al [2] presented a security model for BSN
network.BSN network is deployed to collect vital data such
as heartbeat, pulse count & blood pressure. This data is
related to personal electronic health record (EHR) so it
required a good security mechanism which uses efficient
system resources. The security concerns are quite different
in BSN as compared to WSN as later sense environment
entities like temperature, humidity, sound etc. But BSN
sense vital health data [2].This paper is based on
VITRUVIUS (project is funded by the Dutch government in
the IOP program Generic Communication which aims at
building a generic platform for body sensor
applications.).Many security threats have been identified
and suggested relevant solutions by summarizing state of
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the art solution of WSN. It is concluded in this paper that
RC4 & Skipjack are more efficient ciphers to fulfill
confidentiality of network security in BSN. The main
limitation of this paper is that it does not support other
security threats and it is restricted to only communication
channel security.
Sye Loong Keoh [11] suggested a key management
mechanism which uses keychain to establish a group key for
BSN. Motivation of this research is to attain security goals
for a medical body sensor network which preserve the
confidentiality and integrity of the medical data that is
private and confidential for a patient. Sensor data must be
encrypted. An efficient encryption scheme must utilize
fewer resources like communication cost, computation cost
and effective key management protocol should be
implemented. “A light weight and efficient key distribution
and management scheme must be designed to ensure that
sensors incur low computational and power consumption
overheads by minimizing the number of messages
exchanged and using less computational intensive
cryptographic operations” [13].This scheme also presents
sensor-sensor authentication by using Elliptic Curve DiffieHellman (ECDH). It just uses symmetric-key cryptography
and hashes which significantly reduces computation cost of
sensors. Practical implementation has been done on Tmote
Sky2 (2Runs TinyOS and has 16-bit, 8 MHz Texas
Instruments MSP430 processor with 48 KB of ROM and 10
KB of RAM). Distribution of group keys is simplified and
key update messages can be authenticated easily thus
facilitating efficient renewal of group keys to cater for
Membership changes. It does not provide mechanism for
exchanging key in broadcast environment. Rather it
provides point to point communication. Also it is not
efficient in liu of power consumption.
Kalvinder Singh [12] presented a model for home health
care using body sensors which are deployed in the body of a
patient at home and his medical monitoring is done at
remote using PDA and internet system. Wireless sensors are
resource constraints in term of less memory, weak processor
and small data packets. It shows that weak cryptographically
vital data can be used to establish keys between body
sensors. A protocol model is presented for hand held device
PDA to be used in sensor network and connected with
internet and implanted in TinyOS and simulated using
TOSSIM and ATEMU. This model consist of a patient with
many sensors deployed in his body for collecting vital
information, a PDA, a camera sensor and a health controller
connected with internet to be used by doctor for monitoring
in her clinic. Camera sensors are used to collect information
if any emergency occurred. PDA is used for the use of
patient to get know about his present condition and
emergency escalation. Along with data some MAC
information is also sent whose size is 8bits equal to the
packet size of data. Environmental data is used for key
establishment between sensors and to make sure that sensors
are belong to same patient or not [13].However it has
limitation that when environment data is varied then key is

compromised. Two password protocols (ECC, EKE) are
analyzed and compared regarding memory usage and it has
been proved that ECC has greater overhead cost.EKE is a
RSA protocol and uses less memory. Elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) just needs 160 bits where RSA use
1024 bits. Although EKE-RSA has better memory usage but
ECC is more secure than EKE in authentication. Also this
model can be compromised while using internet and no
authentication is mentioned while communication over
internet and also it is not considering other resources like
energy, communication cost & computational cost. We need
to have a secure and a efficient resource utilization
mechanism.
Shu-Di Bao et al [17] presented a security model for BSN
based on bio channel as a transmission media and
multipurpose use of vital data of a patient embedded with
sensors. He proposed a better security solution as compared
to standards developed by wireless personal area network
(WPANs) .WPAN standards are security vulnerable and
resource constraints. The author discussed different
protocols like, 802.15.4, 802.15.3; 802.15.1. He has
mentioned that 802.15.4 standard does not provide key
management for security model. Another standard 802.15.3
performs a public key mutual authentication for each device
with network controller and this can be used to protect
freshness in BSN. But computationally it is very expensive.
Finally 802.15.3 uses a four types of link keys for the
establishment of authentication between peer-to-peer or
among the multiparty. But this needs a PIN code for the
initialization key generation by a user interface as a pre
shared secret or keyed into the nodes. In BSN, we do not
have any user interface and pre installed PIN cannot
guarantee security. A high level security is established by
combing bio-channel and wireless channel. In this proposed
scheme three kinds of keys are used. Initialization key,
combination key between the master node a slave node, and
group key. Initialization key is for generation and
transmission of combination key and group key.
Combination key is for secure communications between the
master and slave nodes and group key is for communication
and traffic flow between two nodes. This research does not
provide the efficient mechanism for memory ,power and
key management point of view.
So for secure communication in BSN either symmetric
cryptography or asymmetric cryptography are used.
Symmetric cryptographic technique have problem of key
management while asymmetric cryptographic technique
have high computation and communication cost. Therefore,
Some optimal solution should be suggested for better and
secure communication among the sensor nodes.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Sensor network are of constrained nature and lightweight
cryptographic technique and key management schemes are
of special interest. In this paper we have reviewed the need
of security for body sensor networks, which are quite
different than traditional sensor networks; a light weight
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security mechanism is needed for body sensor networks to
provide confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and
availability. There is also need of secure and light weight
key exchange mechanism for body sensor networks.
Symmetric cryptography can ensure light weight security
function but can not provide sender authentication, while
asymmetric cryptography provides all security functions but
uses resources extensively, so a trade off between the two
types of cryptography is needed in body sensor networks.
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